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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory revisions:
none

Minor essential revisions:
1. occurrence 7 weeks post incisional surgery is less strong an association than immediately post-op. Did any minor trauma occur?
2. The conclusion to use VEGF and PDT combination in AS maybe an overstatement.
3. Any workup for AS associated diseases? PXE? Pagets dz?

Discretionary revisions:
In general the MS is well-written. There are several statements that need additional attention. Examples are given below but not limited to these.

page 4. Should read "from the ON to the peripheral retina."
A few comments on the pathogenesis and association with PXE should be mentioned.

Page 6, "AS are wider and longer" is unclear
page 7, Trauma is already plural.
"Browning et al. demonstrate" Demonstrate is too strong for the evidence provided. "showed" maybe better.
page 8, Development of CVN "can" occur in...
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